Behind Big Crisis is Big Chance to Transit.

2017/9/14

Telling such as “disaster is a chance” is against moral,however disaster having already
occurred must be turned something useful for coming future.While any strong enemy has a
deadly weak-point,against which we could attack toward win !!!
[０]：Effectively Silent Climate Science Society.

A：Arctic Cooling Engineering to Stop Methane Catastrophe.
B：Recovering Stable Climate by Rapid 80%C02 Cut as Global Policy.
http://www.777true.net/The-Broken-Paris-Accord-is-Final-Chance-to-Transit.pdf

⑴The Dark Story.
<It is climate fact silence by scientists that has been causing fatal risk of us all>.
Sales goods of scientists is truth,then not truth could not be garbage,but danger.
Some silent leading scientists might be worrier sympathizing massive ignorant people now
facing awful climate reality ?.Some silent leading scientists might be supremacist disdaining
massive those.While some has been claiming AB strategical climate engineering policy,
even as for which,they has been ignoring<AB could not be nothing,but global revolution>.
Now climate diagnosis(nothing effective action shall cause global climate hell extinction)
had already been determined.Accusing politician would cause nothing decision,because
also they are substantially ignorant on the deadly climate reality.Then who must take the
substantial decisive responsibility ?. Why could they have declared deadly climate
fact ?.They may have been threatened to lose their job ?!.This is a very dark story.
Scientists must notice own narrow minds.Shocking clinic is necessary.
Nobel Laureates Who Were Not Always Noble.
http://news.nationalgeographic.com/2015/10/151005-nobel-laureates-forget-racist-sexist-science/

Racists, frauds, and misogynists: Meet the rogues’ gallery of Nobel Prize winners.
⑵The Delightful Scenario ?!.
Climate scientist’s work now had substantially become nothing,because they could declare
nothing effective fact diagnosis,they will not complete their final decisive task.Now their
being has become threatening without care for us all facing worsened climate toward hell.
...........................................................................................................................................
Once all they must be lay off.And they should be reemployed as climate engineer with oath
of telling climate fact toward climate engineering.This is not lawless threatening,because it is
they who could not have told climate fact.

But this is their salvation from liar to honest .

If we could accomplish in sufficient employing,we could finally win,if not,we would have been
defeated in climate hell.

This is final judgment.

[１]：Recent Worsened Climate Actuality.
❶Japan(authors region and nation).
It is marching of dairy record breaking in stronger rain fall causing stronger floods,longer
cloudy days without sun light(damage in agri-products),unprecedented stronger snow fall,
etc,....In fact,last year,author could get so so solar electric power,but at this year,it frequently
becomes that of company.Solar heater kettle becomes that of gas company.Now he should
make decision to convert to wind power,however my home at now is very weak to activate.
Huum !!!,now once again,he must come back to be the BWG engineer !!.
https://www.nikkei.com/article/DGXLASDG31H7O_R30C17A8CC1000/
❷The World.

Record-breaking climate change pushes world into ‘uncharted territory’
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2017/mar/21/record-breaking-climate-change-w
orld-uncharted-territory
2017 Is Set to Be the Hottest Year in Recorded History - Futurism
https://futurism.com/2017-set-hottest-year-recorded-history/

2016 Climate Trends Continue to Break Records
https://www.nasa.gov/feature/goddard/2016/climate-trends-continue-to-break-records

❸USA<Evident Display of Climate Extreme in USA>.
Also author wish quick recovering of Americans having faced following disasters,however,
If this unprecedented crisis would change people’s mind toward social transition,the crisis
could become big chance to win.Or you would have encountered actual climate hell.
Irma and Harvey lay the costs of climate change denial at Trump’s door
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2017/sep/10/hurricane-irma-harvey-climate-change-trump
The president’s dismissal of scientific research is doing nothing to protect the livelihoods of
ordinary Americans.
First, warmer seawater tends to promote stronger storms.
Second, a warmer atmosphere can hold more water vapour, which can result in heavier rainfall.
Third, Sea levels rising globally, make storm surges bigger and deadlier.

All the records Hurricane Irma has already broken
https://www.usatoday.com/story/weather/2017/09/07/all-records-hurricane-irma-has-alread
y-broken/642948001/
Hurricanes Harvey and Irma, and the storm of climate denial,September 8, 2017
http://www.peoplesworld.org/article/hurricanes-harvey-and-irma-and-the-storm-of-climate-denial/

As Texas deals with the aftermath of Hurricane Harvey, Florida braces itself for Hurricane
Irma,and Hurricane Jose strengthens in the Atlantic Ocean, the effects of climate change are
once again on display. The Trump administration continues to deny what scientists have been
saying for decades: that global warming would increase these types of weather extremes, with
devastating results. Those results are plain to see, and there’s still more to come.

Hurricanes: in the US, Irma and Harvey could cost $ 290 billion, latribune.fr :11/09/2017,
http://www.latribune.fr/economie/international/ouragans-aux-etats-unis-irma-et-harvey-pour
raient-couter-290-milliards-de-dollars-749746.html
Damage related to business interruption, infrastructure destruction and agricultural losses, in
particular, could cost up to 1.5 percentage points of GDP in the United States, according to the
calculations of a service weather forecast.

Hurricane Irma targets Florida as governor tells 20.6 million inhabitants to 'get out now'

http://www.asiaone.com/world/hurricane-irma-targets-florida-governor-tells-206-million-inha
bitants-get-out-now
https://www.wsj.com/articles/in-irmas-crosshairs-florida-expands-evacuations-1504887816

[３]:USA is the Origin of Climate Denier<EXXON-MOBIL with Rockefeller Imperial>.
Revolution is More Terrible than Defeating War→Operation EndGame.
<Origin of the Hate by the Wicked Spirit in High Place>.
Now author try to reveal hidden insidious hate power against people.
It is desperate endeavoring to entirely conserve the ruling power at now.
❶It is Jewish People who had endeavored to liberate mankind from historical barbarous
violence ruling by kingdom regime.Mosses preached justice without violence.Christ
preached people justice,turth,and brotherhood toward co living<democratizing>.
❷NAZIS was established to persecute Jew(the revolution race) by American Capitalists.
NAZIS establishment was accomplished by Germany people’s hate power against Jew
insidiously conspired by the wicked spirit in high place(the Capitalist elite).They hated
Jewish people who concerned democratizing revolutions(Christianism,French,Russian
Revolution,etc).Those are so say a class struggle(K.Marx). The key word is that

Revolution is More Terrible than Defeating War<F.Konoe Japan imperial>.
http://www.777true.net/The-Rockefeller-File.pdf

Above all,they hate own status decline by democratizing

❸USA Imperialism machine=CIA-military industry complex the warmonger was established
by secret importing NAZIS person with war technology after the war(Operation paperclip).
Those are told private military of USA emperor Rockefeller(German American).
❹By secret CIA operations of Gradio and Condor,Europe and South America had become
ruled by American Imperialism after the war.Except Russia and China(the former
communism nation),the world could be told to be substantially ruled by USA.
Now hidden global government is called Bliderberg Group(secret society of global elites of
nobility and wealthiest family hereditary power).Evidently they are against democracy.
Their global strategy is told to be decided in their secret annual meeting.
❺Operation EndGame in facing Climate Decay toward Global Extinction.
⒜Operation EndGame
This world has been being ruled by Bilderbergers with Rockefeller the General Head Quater of
NAZIS.Their final aim is not peace making,on the contrary,to conspire eugenics world for the
few elite's surviving(Operation EndGame).This might be due to capitalism instinct.

For the New World Order, a world government is just the beginning. Once in place they can
engage their plan to exterminate 80% of the world’s population, while enabling the “elites”
To live forever with the aid of advanced technology.For the first time, crusading filmmaker
ALEX JONES reveals their secret plan for humanity’s extermination: Operation ENDGAME.
http://netattic.net/unbelievable/operation-endgame/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x-CrNlilZho
⒝In 1970s,EXXON-MOBIL(the emperor Rockefeller)had noticed, CO2 emission would
cause climate destruction.Then they might have decided to conceal it in order to evade
change in massive oil consumption regime.Note this is nothing,but revolution is more terrible
than defeating war. Thereby,it could not help to call them wicked spirit in high place .
http://www.msnbc.com/greenhouse/watch/exxon-knew-four-decades-ago-about-co2-536557123
707?utm_source=climatenexus&utm_medium=referral

⒞In 1990s,USSR had decided own dissolution of cold war regime due to financial difficulty.
Then the warmonger had become panicked by losing decisive business partner,Thus
they had determined to produce enemy by 9/11(2001) the inside job to keep perpetual
wartime regime with false flag terror and regional wars especially Middle East..
⒟Making regime toward Operation EndGame both in Nuclear War and Climate.
Then they advocated threat of the former,but hided the latter.This is the most essential
problem in coming decades.Once again it shall be discussed.

⒠Making regime toward Operation EndGame by enlarging Wealth Gap in Economy.
In today,fundamental markets in advanced nations had reached its saturation point,which
turned to be inevitable economy decline.This is a cause to need police state-nization to
suppress mass poverty people both in economy and in coming foods shortage due to
worsened climate .
⒡Thereby It’s not Invisible Climate,but Imminent Job-BUSINESS.
Thus both people and wicked elites had become conservative without regime change
toward EndGame.
➏Now USA is strongest Climate Witch Hunt Society in Carbon Narcotism
In world leading nation America,communism,climate alarmist,(and pro Russia & China)
are considered enemy of the regime,so they are target of Witch Hunt.Established Media
are strong witch hunt machines belonging the Oil Emperor .
⒜Behind the strong conservatism against climate in USA is due to op End Game.
Total Nuclear War in WWⅢ is impossible,because it would become complete extermination
for all not allowing even op EndGame.But the false military disputes might be kept for
coming decades with threatening of total nuclear war between USA and Russia.
It is camouflage to hide climate.Now climate hell could exterminate most of life on the
earth,but it has found to be not complete extermination even Methane Catastrophe.
http://www.777true.net/Arctic-Methane-Extinction-is-Revealed-to-be-Operation-EndGame.pdf

⒝It is Climate that is hidden,but substantial WW

exterminating global people.

Unless Arctic Cooling Engineering implementation,coming climate exterminating hell is due
to Arctic Methane Catastrophe.It is told that twice times of Methane catastrophe in ancient
time had exterminated more than 90% seeds<Permian and PETM>.However it could not
have been complete extermination,because we still revive from there.It is told that
Antarctica may be evacuation place for eugenicist the wealthy with high tech machine.
Global fire storm in final stage of Arctic Methane Catastrophe would attack northern
hemisphere at first.Extreme south region could be one where enable surviving ?!.
⒞It is insidious eugenicist who has been promoting climate collapse.
In past and now,it is only USA who has been not willing to join the international climate
treaty by UN.Of course,the treaty itself is entirely hypocrite not effective for climate fixing.
The hypocrite is due to IPCC report for policy makers,even which is operated by EXXONMOBIL Rockefeller(NAZIS reincarnated Power in USA=CIA military industry oil media
complex＝the warmonger in USA). NAZIS is famous for its ideology of eugenics.

[４]:The Final Problem Left<the warmonger ruling climate with military threat>.
So far authors observation,Putin,Obama and Trump are originally good papas who has
been managing to output familie’s(nation people)smile,but not obsess in self interest.
It is called democracy.
⑴Origin of all evil is evidently unique and only<they deny living together !!!>.
However there is another very singular problem the NAZIS power operating false flag wars
and terrors since 9/11-2001.This has been most serious threat in their politics.If they had
been made to be crooked,all is due to the NAZIS reincarnated(Rockefeller the imperial).
Russia now has been crooked due to the threat toward once again trying to build military
nation against USA military threat.Military budget is highest priority that causes reducing
that of social welfare.Now this mechanism has become threat also in Japan and Korea due
to the arrogant North Korea who is evidently puppet of warmonger USA.Thus our conclusion
is evident enough,that is,all evil is unique and only NAZIS reincarnated Power in USA=CIA
military industry oil media complex＝the warmonger in USA. Israel(the right wing) past and
now may be their ally.North Korea is evidently puppet of warmonger USA.
Then we could get solution by vanishing threat of North Korea and Israel-ISIS.
⑵In Case of North Korea.
Nothing interference by USA,Russia-China enables peace treaty between North &
South toward living together in peace ..................................................................

Behind North Korean
http://kokuhiken.exblog.jp/25176765/

It is multi-national corp ABB in Swiss ,who supplied nuclear reactor to NK.
The NEOCON boss Rumsfeld was executive of ABB at that deal time.In the later,he became
secretary of defense and called NK “evil of axis”.Japan government awarded medal him.It is
justly the structure of inside job.
North Korea is an Pentagon Vassal State,2016/11/1
http://www.williamengdahl.com/englishNEO1Nov2016.php
If it weren’t for the fact that he is absolute dictator of a country with a formidable army and
nuclear missile technology, North Korean President Kim Jong Un, the 290 pound, 32 year-old
ruler would be a clown figure.
DARK: Secret U.S. Military Flights carried officials, equipment to North Korea”2013/2/15
http://ajw.asahi.com/article/behind_news/politics/AJ201302150067

CNN“Rummy's North Korea Connection What did Donald Rumsfeld know about ABB's
deal to build nuclear reactors there? And why won't he talk about it?”

2003/5/12

http://money.cnn.com/magazines/fortune/fortune_archive/2003/05/12/342316/index.htm

A suspicion that the US war monger and the North Korean military are connected
under the water was exposed in the United States(Japanese)2013/4/11
https://blogs.yahoo.co.jp/hisa_yamamot/31776600.html
⑶ISIS the most brutal terror org made in USA.
ISIS is a US-Israeli Creation. Top Ten “Indications”
https://www.globalresearch.ca/isis-is-a-us-israeli-creation-top-ten-indications/5518627
America Created Al-Qaeda and the ISIS Terror Group
http://www.globalresearch.ca/america-created-al-qaeda-and-the-isis-terror-group/5402881
US Senator John McCain: "I know ISIS intimately,
I've met them and I talk to them all the time."
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tgLj5s0Xk8A
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_nwfBQFzlpo
⑷In Case of Israel.
It was NAZIS that had caused and forced to establish Israel in Palestine after the War.
Frankly to tell,Israel at now is puppet nation against Arab one by US warmonger(NAZIS).
Their substantial role is making perpetual military dispute with terror attacking in there.
It’s nothing,but illegal invasion against Muslim oil nations by US warmonger since 9/11-2001
Substantially Israel at now is ally with the warmonger USA(NAZIS). This is upside down.
Israel has been being forced to make ally with enemy. Good person is forced to become bad
one in the upside down world ruled by anti-God power. Israel the holy race outstandingly
devoted themselves to establish democracy in the world now still has been being disdained
as war-criminal against Muslim in Middle East.
http://www.777true.net/Essentia-Criminal-for-Causing-the-Massive-Palestinian-Refugee-isEUROPE-USA.pdf
The anti-democrat American-European nobility and wealthiest hated Jew the revolution race
in religion and politics.NAZIS was persecuting machine toward making Israel in Middle East.
http://www.777true.net/PEACE-KEEPING-OPTION-between-ISRAEL-and-MUSLIM-NATIO
NS.pdf

A possibility of evading war may be Israel's turning to repent for the invasions against
Muslim nation after the war.War making against Iran is told to be fatal also for Israel.
At least,they could not be nothing damage. Even though peace was kept,would they be
hating with each other for long after ?,Yes something extraordinary would be necessary for
the persecuted and forced to build Israel is essentially innocent.However it is up to Israel at
now who could accomplish final and everlasting reconciliation between Muslim and Jew.

Einstein Solution in Israel Palestine Problem.
Albert Einstein on Israel: 5 Quotes About Zionism From Famed Theoretical Physicist
http://www.newsmax.com/FastFeatures/albert-einstein-israel-zionism/2014/12/14/id/612966/

“I should much rather see reasonable agreement with the Arabs on the basis of living
together in peace than the creation of a Jewish state. …

[５]:The Globalist Elite vs Massive Global People.
⑴This is an opinion that Trump’s trial had substantially been defeated.
In following sense,also Obama(change !!) had been defeated.

Who Rules America?;The Power Elite in the Time of Trump
https://www.globalresearch.ca/who-rules-america-2/5608802
.................................................
the American political system cannot tolerate any capitalist reforms that might threaten
the imperial globalist power elite.

⑵Even though such strong imperial globalist power elite,they had deadly failure !!.
It is nothing,but climate collapse now heading global extermination !!.
Attacking enemy’s weakpoint could lead to win !!(........Sunzu)
Now the minor globalist power elite had made massive global people enemy !!.
Thereby new leader with massive global people has been expected to fight against them.
Then climate is to be fixed,not by scientists,but by engineer(businessmen and women).

